GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
Federal Supply Service
Authorized Federal Supply Schedule Price List
On-line access to contract ordering information, terms and conditions, up-to-date
pricing, and the option to create an electronic delivery order are available through
GSA Advantage! ®, a menu-driven database system. The INTERNET address
GSA Advantage! ® is: GSAAdvantage.gov.
Schedule Title: Total Solutions for Law Enforcement, Security, Facilities
Management, Fire, Rescue
FSC Group 84 – Law Enforcement and Security Equipment

Contract number: GS-07F-5563P
For more information on ordering from Federal Supply Schedules click on the
FSS Schedules button at fss.gsa.gov.
Contract period: February 1, 2004 – January 31, 2019
Price list current through modification # PS-0058 dated September 7, 2017

SUPERCIRCUITS, INC
11000 N Mo Pac Expwy Bldg 300
Austin, TX 78759
Ph 1-800-335-9777 / 1-512-778-6950
Fax 1-866-267-9777 / 1-512-778-6946
http:www.supercircuits.com
Contract administration source:
Business size: Small

Carol Cates
email: gov@supercircuits.com

CUSTOMER INFORMATION:
1a. Table of awarded special item number(s):
426 4C Night Vision Equipment
426 4C (RC)
426 4S Surveillance Systems
426 4S (RC)
246 35 1 Access Control Systems, Door entry control by card access,
magnetic proximity
246 35 1 (RC)
1b. Identification of the lowest priced model number and lowest unit price
for that model for each special item number awarded in the contract:
SIN (incl
RC SIN)

MANUFACTURER
NAME

MFR PART NO

246 35 1

Infinias LLC

S-ACC-CLM

426 4C

Supercircuits, Inc.

ALI-CC2

426 4S

Supercircuits, Inc.

VT-14

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
This infinias clamshell access control proximity
card offers a 2.5″ – 24″ read range (depending on
the reader and local installation conditions), and
features an external number for easy identification
and control. The 26-bit card supports over 137
billion codes and fits easily inside a wallet, pocket
or purse
Capture high resolution covert video day and
night with the ALI-CC2 Alibi 2.2 Megapixel 1080p
HD-TVI 940 nm 40′ IR PIR Sensor Hidden
Camera.
The hidden camera is ideal for monitoring
hallways, entryways, open areas, or anywhere a
commanding view of an entire room is required to
be viewed, and activity recorded.
The VT-14 video balun allows you to send a video
signal and power up to 150 feet on one single 4
pair CAT 5 cable. (depending on camera current
draw) Without power, the video can be sent up to
1200ft. Two units per camera is required. Note:
comes with one VT-14 video balun. Note: Unit has
male power connector. Use a female- to-female
adapter to supply power on the DVR side

NET GSA
OFFER PRICE

1.97

129.76

5.44

1c. If the Contractor is proposing hourly rates, a description of all
corresponding commercial job titles, experience, functional responsibility
and education for those types of employees or subcontractors who will
perform services shall be provided: Not Applicable
2. Maximum order: SINs 426-4C (and 426-4C/RC) & 426-4S (and 426-4S/RC)
$ 200,000.00 per SIN per order
3. Minimum order: None

4. Geographic coverage (delivery area): Domestic, delivery within the 48
contiguous states, Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, Washington, DC, and U.S.
territories. Domestic delivery also includes a port or consolidation point,
within the aforementioned areas, for orders received from overseas
activities.
5. Point(s) of production (city, county, and State or foreign country):
US

United States

6. Discount from list prices or statement of net price: Prices contained
herein are net government prices.
7. Quantity discounts:
$ 25,000.00 - $ 100,000.00 =
$ 100,000.01 and over =

Additional 4% Discount
Additional 7% Discount

**Large purchases of single items exceeding quantities of one-hundred
units may be provided a discount.
8. Prompt payment terms: Net 30 Days.
9a. Notification that Government purchase cards are accepted at or below
the micro-purchase threshold: Government purchase cards ARE accepted at
or below the micro-purchase threshold
9b. Notification whether Government purchase cards are accepted or not
accepted above the micro-purchase threshold: Government purchase cards
ARE accepted above the micro-purchase threshold
10. Foreign items (list items by country of origin):
All items are TAA compliant. See pricing table for Country of Origin
11a. Time of delivery: 30 days ARO
11b. Expedited Delivery: 14 days ARO for in-stock items only
11c. Overnight and 2-day delivery. The Contractor will indicate whether
overnight and 2-day delivery are available: No
11d. Urgent Requirements: Contact Contractor for Urgent Requirements:
I-FSS-140-B URGENT REQUIREMENTS (JAN 1994)

When the Federal Supply Schedule contract delivery period does not meet
the bona fide urgent delivery requirements of an ordering agency,
agencies are encouraged, if time permits, to contact the Contractor for
the purpose of obtaining accelerated delivery. The Contractor shall reply
to the inquiry within 3 workdays after receipt. (Telephonic replies shall be
confirmed by the Contractor in writing.) If the Contractor offers an
accelerated delivery time acceptable to the ordering agency, any order(s)
placed pursuant to the agreed upon accelerated delivery time frame shall
be delivered within this shorter delivery time and in accordance with all
other terms and conditions of the contract.
12. F.O.B. point(s): FOB Origin (Austin, TX 78759)
13a. Ordering address:
SUPERCIRCUITS, INC
11000 N Mo Pac Expwy Bldg 300
Austin, TX 78759
13b. Ordering procedures:: For supplies and services, the ordering procedures,
information on Blanket Purchase Agreements (BPA’s) are found in
Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) 8.405-3.
14. Payment address:
SUPERCIRCUITS, INC
11000 N Mo Pac Expwy Bldg 300
Austin, TX 78759
15. Warranty provision: Standard Commercial Warranty
16. Export packing charges: Not applicable
17. Terms and conditions of Government purchase card acceptance (any
thresholds above the micro-purchase level): None
18. Terms and conditions of rental, maintenance, and repair (if applicable):
Not Applicable
19. Terms and conditions of installation (if applicable):
Not Applicable
20. Terms and conditions of repair parts indicating date of parts price lists
and any discounts from list prices (if applicable):
Not Applicable
20a. Terms and conditions for any other services (if applicable):
Not Applicable
21. List of service and distribution points (if applicable):

Not Applicable
22. List of participating dealers (if applicable):
Not Applicable
23. Preventive maintenance (if applicable):
Not Applicable
24a. Special attributes such as environmental attributes (e.g., recycled
content, energy efficiency, and/or reduced pollutants):
Not Applicable
24b. If applicable, indicate that Section 508 compliance information is
available on Electronic and Information Technology (EIT) supplies and
services and show where full details can be found (e.g. contractor’s
website or other location.) The EIT standards can be found at:
www.Section508.gov/.
Not applicable
25. Data Universal Number System (DUNS) number: 780851226
26. Notification regarding registration in Central Contractor Registration
(CCR) database: Supercircuits, Inc. is registered, current, and active in the
System for Award Management (SAM) Database.
SIN

MANUFACTURER
NAME

MFR PART NO

246 35 1

Infinias LLC

A-ACC-1000

246 35 1

Infinias LLC

A-ACC-1000-SP

246 35 1

426 4S

Infinias LLC

Supercircuits, Inc.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
This HID ProxCard II Access Control Clamshell is
incredibly durable and is designed for continuous use.
The card supports up to 26 bits and can easily fit in
your wallet or bag and can be worn when secured with
a clip or lanyard for convenient access. The card offers
over 137 billion unique codes for security and is
engineered to last.
This HID ProxCard II Access Control Clamshell with
Special Numbering features sequential matching
internal/external card numbering. The prox card is
incredibly durable and is designed for continuous use.
The card supports up to 26 bits and can easily fit in
your wallet or bag and can be worn when secured with
a clip or lanyard for convenient access. The card offers
over 137 billion unique codes for security and is
engineered to last.

NET GSA
PRICE W/ IFF

2.76

2.76

A-AKT-1000

Compact, convenient and secure, this durable HID
ProxKey-II Wiegand Access Control Key Fob provides
access control with the ability to fit easily onto a key
ring. They key fob operates on a low 125 kHz transmit
frequency, is universally compatible with a variety of
HID proximity readers and offers over 137 billion
unique codes for added security.
Minimum order quantity for this product is 25 pieces.

5.47

ALI-AV1

This ALI-AVI Alibi HD-TVI/CVI/AHD Mini Video Balun
with Screw Terminal enables you to send HD video
over unshielded twisted pair CAT5 cabling.
The HD video balun is compatible with multiple HD
video technologies, including HD-TVI, CVI, and AHD.
The video balun provides long-range transmission with
the ability to transmit 1080p full-HD video up to 650′
and 720p up to 980'.

8.33

426 4S

Supercircuits, Inc.

ALI-AV2

426 4S

Supercircuits, Inc.

ALI-AV3

426 4S

Supercircuits, Inc.

ALI-AV4P

426 4C

Supercircuits, Inc.

ALI-CC1

426 4C

Supercircuits, Inc.

ALI-CC2

426 4C

Supercircuits, Inc.

ALI-CC3

426 4S

Supercircuits, Inc.

ALI-CC4

426 4S

Supercircuits, Inc.

ALI-CC4XC

426 4S

Supercircuits, Inc.

ALI-CC5

This ALI-AV2 Alibi HD-TVI/CVI/AHD Mini Video Balun
with Pigtail and Screw Terminal enables you to send
HD video over unshielded twisted pair CAT5 cabling.
The HD video balun is compatible with multiple HD
video technologies, including HD-TVI, CVI, and AHD.
The video balun provides long-range transmission with
the ability to transmit 1080p full-HD video up to 650′
and 720p up to 980′.
The ALI-AV3 Alibi ALI-AV3 HD-TVI/CVI/AHD
Video/Power Balun enables you to send HD video
signals from HD cameras and HD recorders, along with
power, over a single unshielded twisted pair CAT5e
and CAT6 cable.
The video/power balun is compatible with multiple HD
video technologies: including: HD-TVI, HD-CVI, and
AHD. It sends video signals over coax and 12/24 V
power to an RJ-45 connector interface for transmission
across standard CAT5e/6 UTP cabling.
This Alibi HD-TVI to HDMI/VGA/CVBS Distribution
Video Converter with PIP conveniently converts HDTVI signals to HDMI, VGA or CVBS analog composite
video output. The Built in PIP allows you to display
picture in picture under dual HD-TVI input mode
The Alibi 2.2 Megapixel 1080p HD-TVI 40' IR Wide
Angle Corner Mount Security Camera captures sharp,
detailed full-HD video.
The wide angle corner mount camera is ideal for
monitoring entryways, or anywhere a commanding
view of an entire room is required to be viewed, and
activity recorded
Capture high resolution covert video day and night with
the ALI-CC2 Alibi 2.2 Megapixel 1080p HD-TVI 940 nm
40′ IR PIR Sensor Hidden Camera.
The hidden camera is ideal for monitoring hallways,
entryways, open areas, or anywhere a commanding
view of an entire room is required to be viewed, and
activity recorded.
Capture high resolution covert video day and night with
the Alibi 2.2 Megapixel 1080p HD-TVI 940 nm 40' IR
Smoke Detector Hidden Camera.
The smoke detector hidden camera offers dual
resolution capabilities, supporting both HD-TVI and
traditional analog security technologies.
Detect suspicious activity discreetly. This undercover
security camera looks exactly like a standard smoke
detector and features a working red LED light for
added authenticity.
This covert smoke detector camera is equipped with a
2.4MP Sony Progressive Scan Sensor that delivers
clear, crisp 1080p video at 30fps. Additional features
include D-WDR (Digital Wide Dynamic Range) and 3Dand 2D-DNR (Digital Noise Reduction) that further
contribute to its exceptional quality images, even in
low-light conditions.
This Alibi Board Camera is the additional camera and
mounting for the CC4 Covert Smoke Detector Camera.
It comes with a 2.4MP Sony Progressive Scan Sensor
that provides crisp 1080p images.
This covert wall clock is an unexpected surveillance
solution with a hidden camera that’s nearly
undetectable, which makes it perfect for any
residential, school, warehouse or office application.

12.97

15.75

120.49

148.30

129.76

129.76

92.60

83.42

125.05

426 4S

Supercircuits, Inc.

ALI-CD5021VSS

246 35 1

Infinias LLC

A-PVC-1000

246 35 1

Infinias LLC

A-PVC-1000-SP

246 35 1

246 35 1

Infinias LLC

Infinias LLC

The ALI-CD5021VSS Alibi HD-TVI 1080p 80′ IR WDR
Steel Vandal-resistant Dome Camera is made of an
AISI-316 grade stainless steel anti-corrosive housing
that makes it an ideal choice for use in medical, food
services, manufacturing, automated carwashes, and
marine environments.
This fully-printable HID ISOProx II Card enables you to
print a photo ID onto the graphics quality surface for
enhanced security. The ISOProx II Card is the size and
thickness of a standard credit card and features a 2.5″
to 20″ read range, 125 kHz transmit frequency, and a
graphics-optimized surface for high quality photo
printing with direct image printers.
This printable HID ISOProx II Card provides sequential
matching internal/external card numbering. The
ISOProx II has a 2.5″ to 20″ read range, 125 kHz
transmit frequency and provides two convenient card
slot options: vertical or horizontal. This is a special
order item. One of our sales experts will call you before
processing your order, in order to set up the special
site code and access card numbering included with this
product

342.96

5.10

5.10

A-PVC-1100

This HID DuoProx II Card delivers proximity, magnetic
stripe and photo ID technologies on a single durable
access control card. The DuoProx II card is the same
size and thickness of a standard credit card and
features a 2.5” to 20“ read range, 125 kHz transmit
frequency and PVC construction. The printable
proximity card features a graphics quality surface that’s
ideal for photo ID printing. The card also offers card
slot options: horizontal or vertical orientation

5.59

A-PVC-2000

HID’s iCLASS® 13.56 MHz read/write contactless
smart card technology can be used for diverse
applications such as access control, biometrics,
cashless vending, public transportation, airline ticketing
and customer loyalty programs. Multiple, securely
separated files enable numerous applications and
support future growth.

11.11

426 4S

Supercircuits, Inc.

ASK-4KIT-101

426 4S

Supercircuits, Inc.

ASK-4KIT-102

426 4S

Supercircuits, Inc.

ASK-4KIT-300

The ASK-4KIT-101 is a single zone audio monitoring
system designed to interface with a DVR, VCR or other
recording devices that accept line level input. The base
station contains a built-in 3" speaker and volume
control for producing live audio and audio playback. It
also has a filter switch that enhances the quality of
playback from 24-hour time-lapse recorders.
Capture conversations and audio evidence with this
easy-to-install Louroe single zone audio monitoring
system. The system comes equipped with a
microphone and base station to provide a cost-effective
audio capture system for interview rooms, booking
rooms and other locations.
Single zone audio monitoring system designed for
direct connection to a DVR, network camera, video
server. When ceiling mounted, the microphone can
pick up sounds approximately 15′ away or within a 30′
diameter circle. Model IF-1 Interface Adapter receives
the wiring from the microphone, supplies power to the
microphone and drives the audio signals into the audio
input of the recording device. Kit includes an RCA
cable for connecting to a DVR or VCR, and a 3.5mm
cable for connection to a computer sound card. It also
contains a variable gain adjust to prevent overdriving or
underdriving the audio signal.

294.65

293.75

305.89

426 4S

Supercircuits, Inc.

AVSI-SW1

426 4S

Supercircuits, Inc.

BADGER2

426 4C

426 4C

Supercircuits, Inc.

Supercircuits, Inc.

This wall mount interview room wall switch triggers an
alarm contact on a DVR or interview room system to
start recording video and audio. The interview room
wall switch puts out 12 Vdc of power to turn on a
recording sign or strobe and is to be used with
compatible DVRs or interview room systems
This intuitive and easy-to-use field recording system
can be learned in minutes. The "BADGER" captures
continuous video for 6.5 days, making it great for
forestry work and high-traffic areas. Waterproof locking
connectors lead to a 25 ft cable that connects to a high
resolution, day/night, IR sensitive bullet camera.

148.30

1,390.42

BLK-CPB2M150

This rugged BLACK 1080p HD-TVI varifocal outdoor
bullet security camera enables you to record highresolution video—even in diverse and challenging
lighting conditions.
The bullet camera is equipped with a 2.8-12 mm
motorized zoom varifocal lens and an advanced 2MP
Sony Exmor image sensor that produces 1080p highresolution video for live viewing and recording.

227.09

BLK-CPB2M65

This rugged BLACK 1080p HD-TVI resolution varifocal
outdoor bullet security camera enables you to record
high-resolution video—even in diverse and challenging
lighting conditions.
The bullet camera is equipped with a 2.8-12 mm
motorized zoom varifocal lens and an advanced 2MP
Sony Exmor image sensor that produces 1080p highresolution video for live viewing and recording.

181.67

The BLACK Line indoor HD-TVI varifocal 100' IR dome
camera enables you to capture high resolution video—
day and night. The camera is suited for a variety of
indoor environments and features a 2MP Sony Exmor
sensor, 2.8-12 mm DC driven varifocal lens and it
delivers 1080p HD-TVI video.
The BLACK Line vandalproof HD-TVI varifocal 100' IR
dome camera enables you to capture high resolution
video—day and night. The camera is suited for the
harshest environments and features a 2MP Sony
Exmor sensor, 2.8-12 mm DC driven varifocal lens and
it delivers 1080p HD-TVI video.

426 4C

Supercircuits, Inc.

BLK-CPD2MR

426 4C

Supercircuits, Inc.

BLK-CPV2MR

426 4S

Supercircuits, Inc.

BLK-CPV700RH

The BLACK Line vandal-proof 700 TVL 90 FT IR allweather dome camera features a built-in heater to
withstand cold temperatures down to -40 degrees.

257.12

The panorama view camera is equipped with a 1.25
mm fish-eye lens and enables a full 360° view without
having to move like a PTZ camera. The camera also
offers a built-in video output and OSD joystick, wide
dynamic range (WDR), digital noise reduction (DNR),
and back light compensation (BLC). Multiple camera
viewing options are available — choose between 360°
panorama view, dual 180° view, or quad view display.

372.25

426 4S

Supercircuits, Inc.

BLK-HD360

426 4S

Supercircuits, Inc.

CAB-ASK

426 4S

Supercircuits, Inc.

CML2-12AIUG

426 4S

Supercircuits, Inc.

CML5-60AIUG

100 ft roll of 3 conductor cable for ASK-4KIT-101.
This 2.8-12 mm DC auto-iris varifocal zoom lens is
ideal for a variety of security applications, providing the
flexibility to adjust between different focal lengths with
a single lens.
This 5-60 mm DC auto-iris varifocal zoom lens is
extremely flexible making it a suitable choice for both
short and long-range surveillance.

172.59

236.18

29.85
52.49

84.37

426 4S

Supercircuits, Inc.

CVTBNE2

We've combined a hidden camera and wireless
transmitter with a standard 3 ring binder that fits
perfectly into any environment.
This covert binder security camera comes with a 2.4
GHz wireless transmitter and receiver to conveniently
capture video wherever you need it. The device
operates on 500 mA at 12 volts DC and comes with a
2-year warranty and 30 day money back guarantee.

278.08

This wall clock with hidden camera comes with a 2.4
GHz wireless transmitter and a high-resolution
day/night camera. The hidden camera has 700 lines of
resolution, 0.0001 lux low light rating and operates on
500 mA at 12 volts DC. Our covert wall clock blends
perfectly into any residential, school, warehouse or
office environment giving you a commanding view of
the room without being detected. The camera has been
modified to be reactive to IR illumination and the digital
wireless transmitter provides less interference

231.73

426 4S

Supercircuits, Inc.

CVTCLE2

426 4S

Supercircuits, Inc.

CVTCLEWA

426 4S

Supercircuits, Inc.

CVTEBE2

426 4S

Supercircuits, Inc.

The camera is a 700 line res day night camera that has
been modified to be reactive to IR illumination. Wired
output
The hidden high-res day/night pinhole camera inside
our wireless covert electrical box is positioned to give
you a commanding view without being detected. The
electrical box blends perfectly into any industrial,
warehouse or outdoor environment. The hidden
camera features ides 700 lines resolution, a 0.0001 lux
low light rating and operates on 500 mA at 12 volts DC.

185.38

231.73

CVTEBEW

This wired covert electrical box features a high
resolution day/night hidden camera and is nearly
undetectable in. The electrical box blends perfectly into
any industrial, warehouse or outdoor environment, and
the hidden pinhole camera is positioned to give you a
commanding view without being detected. The camera
features 700 lines of resolution, a 0.0001 lux low light
rating and operates on 120 mA at 12 volts DC.

157.57

This covert button and screw micro camera kit is easy
to conceal, easy to operate, and easily fits into any
environment. The button lens is especially convenient
because the video and power cables can be easily
concealed under clothing. The day/night pinhole
camera produces a sharp 700 lines of resolution, and
the 0.0001 lux low light resolution enables this hidden
camera to work well under normal to fairly low room
light, and is excellent in outdoor lighting. The camera
operates on 12 volts DC. The kit comes with camera,
battery pack holder, interchangeable pinhole lenses
(button, flat pinhole, screw, and conical lenses), and 10
additional matching buttons

231.73

426 4S

Supercircuits, Inc.

CVTMCEW

426 4S

Supercircuits, Inc.

CVTMCEWA

426 4S

Supercircuits, Inc.

CVTTME2

426 4S

Supercircuits, Inc.

CVTTMEW

426 4S

Supercircuits, Inc.

CVTTMEWA

The camera is a 700 line res day night camera that has
been modified to be reactive to IR illumination. + audio
The camera is a 700 line res day night camera that has
been modified to be reactive to IR illumination. 2.4ghz
digital wireless
This wired thermostat* with hidden day/night camera
will blend into your home or office with ease and allow
you can keep an eye on your most valuable assets.
The camera features 700 lines of resolution, a 0.0001
lux low light rating that gives a crisp clear picture and it
has been modified to be reactive to IR illumination. The
device includes a 12 volt DC adapter
The camera is a 700 line res day night camera that has
been modified to be reactive to IR illumination. Wired
+ audio

278.08
324.42

231.73

278.08

This 4-channel mobile DVR is ideal for large-scale fleet
applications such as monitoring buses, patrol cars,
taxis, delivery trucks, prison transportation vehicles and
emergency response vehicles. The DVR is equipped
with an anti-shock vibration resistant chassis that is
built to endure the rigorous bumps and turns of mobile
surveillance applications, to ensure high quality video
on-the-go.
This 2-channel remote viewable mobile DVR delivers a
cost-effective mobile surveillance solution for fleet
applications such as monitoring buses, patrol cars,
taxis, towing and delivery trucks, prison transportation
vehicles and emergency response vehicles. The DVR
is built to withstand the bumps, twists and turns of
mobile surveillance applications, to ensure high quality
video on-the-go.

426 4S

Supercircuits, Inc.

DVRM6W

426 4S

Supercircuits, Inc.

DVRM7W

426 4S

Supercircuits, Inc.

ENCOD

Heavy duty outdoor camera housing made with tough
metal alloy for complete protection from the elements.
Dimensions: 4.25 in x 5.5 in x 16 in.

14.72

MAMBA1

Small, lightweight, battery-powered field video
surveillance system with wireless PIR sensor is ideal
for a wide range of surveillance applications—from
monitoring parks and environmentally protected areas,
to border security and much more. The all-in-one
surveillance solution features a mini single-channel
DVR, 700 TVL day/night outdoor bullet security
camera, 2.5 in TFT LCD monitor and wireless PIR
sensor for enhanced security.

787.90

MB21

This vehicle window mount is ideal for most mobile
electronic mounting requirements. The powerful
suction pad attaches this mount to any flat, non-porous
surface, making it ideal for action sports, point-andshoot cameras, POV cameras, in-vehicle camera
systems, camcorders or any device with a 1/4-20
threaded tripod insert. This suction cup mount is
recommended for cameras weighing up to 3 lbs.

15.25

MB4

This heavy duty security camera mounting bracket for
outdoor camera housings is designed to support up to
22 lb in weight. The base size measures 97 mm x 84
mm and the bracket is 282.5 mm in height. The unit
features a full 360 degree swivel and 90 degree tilt.
The bracket is ruggedly constructed of white coated
steel.

7.26

PC229HRXP

Our pinhole cameras are in use by police departments,
federal agencies and TV stations nationwide. Now
we’ve taken these cameras one step further by
upgrading the resolution to 570 lines for DVD-grade
video performance while maintaining a stealthy 0.005
lux low light rating. Operates on 12 DC and draws only
70 mA. Comes with plug and play video/power cables
and connection instructions.

259.54

426 4S

426 4S

426 4S

426 4S

Supercircuits, Inc.

Supercircuits, Inc.

Supercircuits, Inc.

Supercircuits, Inc.

426 4S

Supercircuits, Inc.

PC229IR

426 4S

Supercircuits, Inc.

PC229XP

This snake camera has six built-in 940 nm LEDs for
virtually invisible illumination. The 1/4" CMOS CQII
imager delivers 400 of lines resolution and 0.0 lux up to
3 feet making this snake camera great for vehicle air
vents or other indoor covert applications. The head of
the unit measures 0.31" x 0.86" and operates on 5-12
volts DC at 100 mA, making it great for battery
powered use.
The mini snake camera head is a tiny 0.75 in x 0.45 in
x 0.45 in and the processor board, located 10 in down
the cable, is only 0.275 in thick by 1.15 in square. This
color high resolution snake pinhole camera uses a
Sony Ex-View CCD with 510 x 492 pixels to deliver a
sharp 540 lines of resolution with a low light rating of
0.05 lux. The camera operates on 12 volts DC and
draws only 70 mA, and comes with plug and play
video/power cables and connection instructions.

1,668.50

1,112.33

336.07

231.73

426 4S

Supercircuits, Inc.

PC304XP

This super slim color micro camera is perfect for
hidden video applications to see what s really going on
with your business or home when you're not there to
watch. The flat micro camera can be easily concealed
behind photo frames, book shelves or mirrors. It can
even be placed in plain view in cluttered areas without
risk of detection.

426 4S

Supercircuits, Inc.

PC304XPA

Ultra Slim Color Pinhole Camera w/ Audio

S-ACC-AKT

Compact, convenient and secure, this durable infinias
ProxKey-II Wiegand Access Control Key Fob provides
access control with the ability to fit easily onto a key
ring. They key fob operates on a low 125 kHz transmit
frequency, is universally compatible with a variety of
proximity readers and offers over 137 billion unique
codes for added security.
Minimum order quantity for this product is 25 pieces.

246 35 1

Infinias LLC

246 35 1

Infinias LLC

S-ACC-CLM

246 35 1

Infinias LLC

S-ACC-PVC

246 35 1

Infinias LLC

S-BASE-KIT

246 35 1

Infinias LLC

S-DOOR-KIT-WH

246 35 1

Infinias LLC

S-DOOR-KITWH-ST

This infinias clamshell access control proximity card
offers a 2.5″ – 24″ read range (depending on the
reader and local installation conditions), and features
an external number for easy identification and control.
The 26-bit card supports over 137 billion codes and fits
easily inside a wallet, pocket or purse
This white printable 26-bit PVC access control
proximity card features a 2.5″ – 20″ read range
(depending on the reader and local installation
conditions), and is the size and thickness of a standard
credit card, so it fits easily in your wallet or purse.
The infinias Intelli-M Access Essentials Access Control
Base Software Kit provides all of the essentials needed
to deliver broad access control capabilities to
conveniently secure and manage your location, within
a simple, intuitive browser-based user interface. The
software allows you to view, monitor and report on any
or all events and alarms; define multiple security roles,
access and privileges for individual users, and use the
powerful ‘rules engine’ to perform a variety of functions
including: defining schedules and holiday sets, and
designing, building and printing badges with Microsoft
Report Builder 3.0.
The infinias Intelli-M Single Door Add Kit with HID Prox
Reader includes needed door hardware and
accessories to add a single door to your network and
deliver an effective, easy to install IP-based access
control solution. The single door kit includes an infinias
Ethernet-enabled single door controller, HID prox
reader, mounting box, plus other needed accessories,
so you can add a door to your network and get started
with your IP-based access control solution quickly and
easily. Great for retrofit installations when existing door
and locking hardware is not required.
The infinias Intelli-M Single Door Add Kit with HID Prox
Reader, Door Strike and Sensors includes the door
hardware and accessories you need to get started with
an IP-based access control solution. The kit includes
an infinias Ethernet-enabled door controller, HID prox
reader, mounting box, plus other needed accessories
such as door strike and door sensor, so you can
quickly and easily add a door to your network. infinias
offers a variety of door add kits that provide various
hardware and accessory options designed to suit your
specific needs. This single door add kit is ideal for new
access control installations.
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VT-16

The infinias eIDC32 Intelli-M Ethernet-enabled
Integrated Door Controller may be small in size with its
small form factor (1.30" D x 1.70" W x 2.82" H), but this
extremely powerful device is engineered to effectively
and efficiently provide secure electronic access
control—from a single door installation, to thousands of
doors at one or multiple locations.
This all-in-one infinias access control demo kit features
everything needed to demonstrate a working door
simulation. The demo kit includes an infinias PoEenabled eIDC32 door controller and an HID 6005 Prox
Point Plus mini mullion reader that are mounted to a
surface mount box. LEDs and buttons are wired to the
eIDC32 door controller to simulate a working door and
indicate various access control events. The demo kit
also includes infinias 26-bit Wiegand access control
cards and a short arm security hex key for easy
installation. The demo kit features Intelli-M Access
software that enables you to demonstrate a variety of
infinias IP-based access control tasks and features
including managing, viewing and reporting activity
through the eIDC32 door controller which connects to
the network.
The Light Gray Request to Exit (REX) Detector is a
passive infrared detector, is ceiling or wall-mountable
and designed specifically for single or double door
request to exit applications. The device features
internal vertical point-ability, wrap-around coverage
patter and selectable relay trigger mode, as well as
selectable fail-safe/fail-secure modes. The device
detects motion in the coverage area and signals an
access control system or door control device. The REX
detector also features an externally visible activation
LED.
The infinias Surface Mount Box allows the Intelli-M
eIDC32 Intelli-M Ethernet-enabled Integrated Door
Controller to be mounted to the surface of a wall. The
door controller fits effortlessly into the surfacemountable box for fast and easy installation.
the SVR50 series 1U servers support any access
control application. All servers come with Microsoft
Windows and Intelli-M Access Software pre-installed
and preconfigured. All servers come with an Intelli-M
Access Essentials unlimited door license. They’re
ready to go – straight out of the box!
The professional weatherproof tool kit provides you
with all of the tools you need for a fast, professional
installation.
The VT-12 hub works in conjunction with the VT-14 to
transmit crystal clear video over 2000 feet on a single
CAT5 cable. This twisted pair transceiver is perfect for
large applications and minimizing cables in any
installation.
The VT-14 video balun allows you to send a video
signal and power up to 150 feet on one single 4 pair
CAT 5 cable. (depending on camera current draw)
Without power, the video can be sent up to 1200ft. Two
units per camera is required. Note: comes with one VT14 video balun. Note: Unit has male power connector.
Use a female- to-female adapter to supply power on
the DVR side
The VT-16 video balun is perfect for camera
installations with a pan-tilt unit for a single video run of
1900 feet over one twisted pair. The coiled cable
allows for free movement of PTZ cameras.
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Although today's covert audio/video recorders are
small and easy to conceal, but when the job calls for
wearing shorts and t-shirts the number of places you
can stow gear gets few in number. The WCV-BHOL
solves that problem by giving you generous amounts of
storage space for recorders, transmitters, batteries and
some firearms as well.
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27.80

Although today's covert audio/video recorders are
small and easy to conceal, but when the job calls for
wearing shorts and t-shirts the number of places you
can stow gear gets few in number. The WCV-BHOL
solves that problem by giving you generous amounts of
storage space for recorders, transmitters, batteries and
some firearms as well.
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Although today's covert audio/video recorders are
small and easy to conceal, but when the job calls for
wearing shorts and t-shirts the number of places you
can stow gear gets few in number. The WCV-BHOL
solves that problem by giving you generous amounts of
storage space for recorders, transmitters, batteries and
some firearms as well. Another huge benefit this
concealment holster also provides is compression of
covert gear closer to the body which reduces the risk of
imprinting of the gear against clothing. This belly band
is designed to fit waist sizes of 24-27 inches.
Although today's covert audio/video recorders are
small and easy to conceal, but when the job calls for
wearing shorts and t-shirts the number of places you
can stow gear gets few in number. The WCV-BHOL
solves that problem by giving you generous amounts of
storage space for recorders, transmitters, batteries and
some firearms as well.

WPHC4

Although today's covert audio/video recorders are
small and easy to conceal, but when the job calls for
wearing shorts and t-shirts the number of places you
can stow gear gets few in number.
The WCV-BHOL solves that problem by giving you
generous amounts of storage space for recorders,
transmitters, batteries and some firearms as well.
The case features a Polymer O-ring waterproof seal
that provides protection from water, dust, and air. The
case is also chemical and corrosion-resistant. An
automatic pressurization equalization valve equalizes
pressure due to atmospheric changes.
This IP67 (1 meter submersion for 30 minutes)
watertight, crush-proof and dust-proof Pelican case is
designed with comfortable rubber molded handle and
stainless steel hardware. Includes padlock protectors
and 2 level Pick-N-Pluck with convoluted lid foam.
The case features a Polymer O-ring waterproof seal
that provides protection from water, dust, and air. The
case is also chemical and corrosion-resistant. An
automatic pressurization equalization valve equalizes
pressure due to atmospheric changes.
This case features a high-impact, crushproof
Polycarbonate shell with a solid wall design and foam
core that is incredibly strong and lightweight. The large,
comfortable fold-down handle provides easy portability.
The case features a Polymer O-ring waterproof seal
that provides protection from water, dust, and air. The
case is also chemical and corrosion-resistant. An
automatic pressurization equalization valve equalizes
pressure due to atmospheric changes.
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ASK-4KIT-700

A collection of essential components for configuring
your digital video recorder (DVR) for single switch on /
off audio and video recording. It can be used with most
security system DVRs that are configurable for sensortriggered recording.
Single zone audio monitoring system designed to
connect directly to a CCTV video monitor with built-in
amplifier and speaker.
Single zone audio monitoring system that contains two
Verifact A Microphones, combined to expand the area
to be monitored.
Single zone audio monitoring system with 2-way
talk/listen capabilities.
Four zone audio monitoring system designed for direct
connection to a DVR, PC soundcard or IP Network
Camera.
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